
































































































































CARDIAX 12-lead ECG ECG	waveforms for	all	12	leads	
(graphic)
Text	(Key	
Entry)
Manually	entered	vitals, clinical	notes,	
patient	information
EMR	– SOAP notes,	allergies,	
demographics,	patient	history,	
medications
Dry electrode	harness
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MDA	Integration	in	iPAS Demonstration
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Integrated	Power	Avionics	and	Software	(iPAS)	Facility
Habitat	Prototype
ExMC Medical	Data	Architecture	– Test	Bed	v1.5	(9/2017)	
Integrated	MDA/iPAS Demonstration
‘Vehicle’	display	of	time-coupled	
physiologic	and	environmental	data.
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FY18	Approach	for	MDA
• Assess	critical	data	architecture	components	
• Enhance	data	management
• Data	tagging,	data	transformation	(near-term)
• Enable	analytics	and	decision	support	(future)
• MDA	v2.0	priorities
• Address	PII/	Encryption
• Medical	Device	Integration
• Exercise	Device	Integration
• Cognitive/Activity	App	Integration
• Architecture	evolution
• Alignment	with	Avionics	and	Software
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